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J
apanese cartoon hero Captain
Tsubasa inspired Lionel Messi and
countless other football stars world-

wide. Now its creator is laying down his
pen and aiming for the top with his own
real-life team. Yoichi Takahashi began
writing the comic strip about 11-year-old
football prodigy Tsubasa Ozora in 1981
and saw it grow into a global smash hit
spawning animated films, video games
and even statues in his hometown in east-
ern Tokyo. Known as “Holly e Benji” in
Italy and “Super Campeones” in Spanish-
speaking Latin America, the franchise was
avidly read and watched by players such
as Messi and Andres Iniesta on their way
to superstar status.

Now Takahashi is preparing to wrap up
the comic series and focus on a different
passion-attempting to lead his local non-
league side into Japan’s professional J-
League in his role as owner. The club

were renamed Nankatsu SC-after Captain
Tsubasa’s fictional school team-when
Takahashi came on board.

“I can do something new from here,”
the 62-year-old told AFP at his Tokyo stu-
dio, adorned with signed football shirts giv-
en to him by famous fans such as Iniesta
and his former Spain team-mate
Fernando Torres. “It doesn’t mean that I’m
completely stopping all creative work. I’d
like to start something new in my own way
while I still have the energy.” Takahashi
became hooked on football after watching
the 1978 World Cup on TV. He created
Captain Tsubasa with the intention of help-
ing to popularize the sport in Japan, which
did not have a professional league at the
time. Now, more than 100 countries are
believed to have tuned into the series and
the stories have sold more than 70 million
copies in book form in Japan and more
than 10 million overseas. “I had no idea

that people around the world would see it,”
he said.

Captain Tsubasa Stadium? 
Takahashi says the upcoming series of

the comic will likely be the last he draws,
although the beloved character will live on
in other formats. He says he is looking for-
ward to being free of weekly deadlines
and has “no bad feelings” about stopping.
Takahashi became involved with his local
club 10 years ago and took over as owner
in 2019, helping them rise to the fifth tier of
the Japanese football pyramid.

Nankatsu are now just two promotions
away from reaching J3, the third rung of
the J-League. Takahashi believes they
can go all the way to the top flight but he
says the essence of the club is more
important than league position. “In Europe
it’s just natural that you support your local
club, but we didn’t have that culture in

Japan,” he said. “I didn’t have a local club
so I wanted to create one myself.”

The J-League will kick off its 30th
anniversary season later this month, and it
has grown from 10 clubs in 1993 to 60
across three divisions. Nankatsu’s local
government last month announced that it
would buy land to build the club a new sta-
dium, which they would need to gain J-
League membership. Takahashi says it
could be named “Captain Tsubasa
Stadium” and there are plans to include a
museum of character memorabilia to
attract tourists from all over the world. The
club have even recruited big-name players
to help their promotion push, signing for-
mer Japan internationals Junichi Inamoto
and Yasuyuki Konno.

Messi magic 
Takahashi says being a club owner is

“sometimes fun, but more often it’s diffi-

cult”. “With a comic, you can shut yourself
away in a room and draw it as you see it,
but when you’re an owner, you have to
meet a lot of people and come up with
plans.” He has played a big part in helping
football culture take root in Japan, and
believes there is room for it to grow further.
He thinks Japan can win the World Cup in
his lifetime and he sees similarities
between young national team forward
Takefusa Kubo and Captain Tsubasa.

Takahashi was in Qatar to watch last
year’s World Cup final, and was happy to
see Messi finally lift the trophy after years
of trying. But he says Captain Tsubasa’s
ability to inspire is something that “doesn’t
just go for superstar players”. “Comics are
something that, at heart, are for kids,” he
said. “If a comic can have a positive
impact on kids at that stage of their lives,
then that makes me very happy.”—AFP

This photo shows Japanese cartoonist and
manga artist Yoichi Takahashi, best known for
his work “Captain Tsubasa”, displaying his
autograph with the painting of the main char-
acter following an interview with AFP at his
workplace in Tokyo.

This file photo shows the Japanese manga comic character from the Captain Tsubasa series
Ohzora Tsubasa (left) displayed at the gate of a comic exhibition in Tokyo. 

This file photo shows a train passenger playing the piano next to stained glass artwork depicting
the Captain Tsubasa cartoon character at Urawa-Misono train station in Saitama, on the reopen-
ing day of Japan’s football league after matches were postponed due to COVID-19. — AFP photos

10-year-old 
becomes first  
official dual-national
kabuki actor

A
10-year-old French-Japanese boy
will become the first officially recog-
nized dual-national kabuki actor,

following in the footsteps of his grandfa-
ther, a star of the traditional art form.
Maholo Terajima has performed kabuki-a
type of Japanese theatre that dates back
to the 17th century-several times on stage
since he was four.

But his May performance at Tokyo’s
Kabuki-za theatre will be his formal debut
under the stage name Onoe Maholo. “I’ve
always loved kabuki, since I was little,” he
said in French and Japanese at a press
conference, adding that he hopes to one
day perform in France. “I’ll practice hard
so that our audience will enjoy the show,”
said Terajima, who wore a black kimono
and grey hakama trousers for Tuesday’s
event at the French embassy.

Kabuki shows are all-male affairs com-
bining dance, drama and music, with men
playing female roles. The actors-scions of
families of kabuki performers who usually
begin training in childhood-don ornate
costumes, wigs and heavy makeup for
performances on elaborate sets.
Terajima’s mother is actress Shinobu
Terajima, the daughter of kabuki star
Onoe Kikugoro VII, who was awarded
“national treasure” status from the govern-
ment for his work. His father is a French
art director.

It is the first time a dual national has
officially become a kabuki actor, although
Ichimura Uzaemon who was adopted into
a kabuki family in 1878 is said to have
had a French-American father. Terajima’s
mother, whose younger brother is also a
kabuki actor, was not eligible because of
her gender.

On Tuesday, she said that although
she and her husband are not kabuki
actors, her son “has support from my
father and brother”. Terajima once want-
ed to be a football player, but he said
that was “no longer” his dream. “I want
to be a comic actor, like my grandpa,”
he said. — AFP 

F
or the past decade, artist Seb
Toussaint has travelled to some of
the poorest parts of the world to paint

brightly colored frescoes on the walls of
downtrodden neighborhoods. Dressed in
shorts and a T-shirt, the 35-year-old
French-British artist, who always paints an
inspiring word at the heart of his work, is
tackling a piece called “Future” in a dusty
slum on the outskirts of Mauritania’s capi-
tal Nouakchott.

“The goal is to paint the words of those
who don’t have a voice,” he says. He and
two travel companions have daubed the
sides of a sheet metal shack with a mural
of geometric and undulating shapes in

white, blue and baby pink. As they work,
children play in the dirt paths, rolling a tyre
or kicking a ball between makeshift
homes, as curious women in colorful veils
mill around. Zaatar is a hodgepodge
extension of the capital, where fishermen,
construction workers, carpenters and
casual workers have made their homes.
The soil is too salt-laden to be cultivated,
and there is little greenery aside from two
ailing acacia trees.

Bringing color to the poor 
Since 2013, Toussaint has painted

walls of cement, wood, and corrugated
iron with words in different languages and
alphabets as part of his project, which he
calls “Share the Word”. There was
“Humanity” in the Palestinian Territories,
“Change” in Nepal, and “Freedom” in Iraq.
He earns a living painting murals in
Europe and saves up to finance about two
trips a year to spend a month in a slum or
refugee camp, where he offers his servic-
es to residents.

The homeowner will decide what word
he wants highlighted in the mural.
Toussaint started his career painting
“tifos”-vibrant choreographed displays held
up by fans at football matches. He decid-
ed to dedicate himself to bringing “color to
an environment where there is very little,”
after being exposed to the harsh realities
some people face when travelling the
world on his bicycle a decade ago.

When he arrived in Zaatar in early
January, “we played football with the kids.
I explained in broken Arabic that the goal
was to paint houses. One person said: I

would like you to paint my house.” “We
have never had anyone turn us down,” he
said. However, there is often an initial
reluctance. “We had our suspicions about
their presence, but we quickly realized
these guys had good intentions,” said fish-
erman Amar Mohamed Mahmoud, 52.
“They do a good job that brightens up the
neighborhood.”

Peace and love 
Mahmoud got a rare animal painting,

“The Camel,” in shades of blue and fawn,
in honor of the animal which plays an
important role in Mauritanian society. He
has painted eight murals in the neighbor-

hood, among them “Mum”, “Youth”, and
“Friends”, whose colors dazzle in the sun-
scorched neighborhood. He estimates he
has painted 222 word murals around the
world, with a general fondness for the
themes “Peace” and “Love”.

Some of his works last for years, while
others are fleeting. Several murals disap-
peared when a migrant camp in Calais in
northern France was dismantled. The
murals also become a backdrop for local
music artists to shoot videos, he says.
Once, in Nepal, one of his painted walls
was used as a backdrop for a fashion
shoot. — AFP

Ten-year-old kabuki actor Maholo Terajima
attends a press conference at the French
embassy in Tokyo. 

A man walks past a mural painted by French artist, Seb Toussaint in Nouakchott.

French artist, Seb Toussaint, paints a mural on
a small house in Nouakchott as part of his
street art project, “Share the World”.

Children play in front of a mural painted by French artist, Seb Toussaint in Nouakchott as part of
his street art project, “Share the World”. — AFP photos

French artist, Seb Toussaint (left), paints a mural on a small house in Nouakchott as part of his
street art project, “Share the World”.


